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Confinement and manipulation of non-neutral plasmas
using rotating wall electric fields
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A ‘‘rotating wall’’ perturbation technique enables confinement of up to 33109 electrons or 109 ions
in Penning–Malmberg traps for periods of weeks. These rotating wall electric fields transfer torque
to the particles by exciting Trivelpiece–Gould plasma modes withkzÞ0 andmu51 or 2. Modes
that rotate faster than the plasma column provide a positive torque that counteracts the background
drags, resulting in radial plasma compression or steady-state confinement in near-thermal
equilibrium states. Conversely, modes that rotate slower than the plasma provide a negative torque,
and enhanced plasma expansion is observed. The observed Trivelpiece–Gould mode frequencies are
well predicted by linear, infinite-length, guiding-center theory. ©2000 American Institute of
Physics.@S1070-664X~00!05407-0#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Penning traps are used for the confinement of single s
cies electron or ion plasmas for a range of experiments
plasma physics,1 atomic physics,2 and antimatter research3

A uniform magnetic field in the axial direction gives radi
confinement, and voltages applied to end electrodes pro
axial confinement of a single sign of charge. These tr
have long inherent confinement times because of the con
vation of total angular momentumPu in a cylindrically sym-
metric trap.

In practice, background neutral gas and asymmetries
herent in the trap construction break the cylindrical symm
try and exert a drag on the rotating plasma; this drag cau
radial expansion and eventual particle loss. In Pennin
Malmberg traps, the cylindrical confinement electrodes
be varied in length, and the asymmetry-induced losses
observed to increase with plasma length.4 In general, the
radial expansion and loss can be counteracted by applyin
external torque: steady-state confinement is achieved w
the applied torque counterbalances the inherent drag,
plasma compression occurs when the applied torque is la
than the inherent drag.

Two methods which have been used previously to co
press plasmas in Penning traps are laser torquing and ‘‘s
band cooling.’’ In laser torquing, a laser beam aimed at
edge of an ion plasma transfers momentum from the bea
the plasma. This method requires an accessible atomic
sition, and is thus limited to a small number of ion speci
Also, fluctuations in laser power, frequency, and pointi
can make this method difficult to implement. Neverthele
laser torquing has provided steady-state confinement of 13–
106 Be1 ions in harmonic Penning traps.5

In side-band cooling, an applied oscillating electric fie
parametrically couples the azimuthal ‘‘magnetron’’ motio
to the axial bounce motion of a small number of particles
harmonic Penning traps. Resistive cooling of the bounce
tion then causes cooling of the magnetron motion, with c
2771070-664X/2000/7(7)/2776/14/$17.00
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sequent radial compression. This method becomes inef
tive for large trapped plasmas, because the magne
motion and collective bounce motion become dominated
plasma space-charge effects. Side-band cooling has
used to compress 103–104 electrons in harmonic Pennin
traps.6

It is well known that plasma waves can greatly enhan
particle transport. Both spheroidal plasmas and long plas
show strong confinement degradation when applied stat
ary perturbations coincide with a plasma mode.5,7 In long
electron plasmas, modest density and angular momentum
creases were reported8 when the applied perturbation excite
a plasma mode, but strong heating was observed and b
ground ionization made the technique impractical at l
magnetic fields (B<400 G!.

The first practical development of compression a
steady-state confinement by ‘‘rotating wall’’ fields was f
Mg1 ions in a long Penning–Malmberg trap.9 Here, the ro-
tating voltage perturbation was applied to a sectored e
trode comprising about 20% of the confinement length.
to 109 ions were held near global thermal equilibrium, i.e
with near-uniform temperature, density, and rotation f
quency, for periods of weeks. The plasma rotation freque
was observed to be somewhat less than the rotation
quency of the wall perturbation, and the ‘‘slip’’ between th
two was observed to depend on temperature. However
clear signature of mode resonances was seen in the orig
experiments.

In other experiments at the National Institute of Sta
dards and Technology, Boulder,10 a modification of this ro-
tating wall technique provided steady-state confinement
small ~about 106 ions! spheroidal Be1 plasmas in harmonic
Penning traps. In this case, the rotating wall perturbation
essentially no axial dependence in the plasma (kz'0). The
Be1 ions were laser-cooled to a strongly-correlated st
(T.10 mK!, and were observed to rotate with zero slip, i
phase locked to the applied rotating field. Separately, co
6 © 2000 American Institute of Physics

AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcpyrts.html.
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pression of these small spheroidal plasmas was obtaine
driving kz50 cyclotron modes.11 This mode-enhanced driv
gave larger torques, but also larger heating, than the ph
locked drive. Also, confinement degradation and heat
have been observed whenkzÞ0 modes have zero frequenc
in the lab frame, and thus are resonant with static fi
errors.5,7

The first implementation of the rotating wall techniqu
on an electron plasma12 identified thekzÞ0 Trivelpiece–
Gould ~TG! plasma modes as the dominant mechanism c
pling the rotating wall to the plasma. Here, we show tha
kzÞ0 rotating wall perturbation couples to both electr
plasmas and ion plasmas predominantly through excita
of these TG plasma modes. The rotating electric field of
wall voltage excites nonazimuthally symmetric TG mod
These TG modes carry angular momentum, which is pres
ably transferred to the particles by a wave–particle coup
such as Landau damping.

Here, the plasmas consist of up to 33109 electrons or
109 Mg1 ions, and the rotating wall drive provides dens
compression and steady-state confinement at central d
ties up to 109 cm23 ~electrons! and 53108 cm23 ~ions!. We
find that a torque large enough to counteract the inhe
drag is observed only when the rotating wall frequency
chosen such that an electrostatic Trivelpiece–Gould m
with axial dependence (kzÞ0) and azimuthal dependenc
(muÞ0) is excited in the plasma. TG modes rotating fas
than the plasma are found to cause a positive torque, w
modes rotating slower than the plasma are found to cau
negative torque~drag! on the plasma. We note that the
experiments emphasize the importance of wave resona
in determining the fields and torque on the plasma; but t
do not elucidate the microscopic field/particle interactio
required for wave damping and torque absorption.

These experiments were performed on electron plas
with temperatures 0.2,T, 2 eV and on ion plasmas with
temperatures 1024,T,4 eV. The frequencies of the mode
studied here are a small fraction of the plasma frequencyvp

~sincekz!2p/Rw) and are typically slightly higher than th
EÃB drift frequency. The observed frequencies of the
modes are found to be well predicted by linear, infini
length, guiding-center theory.

This paper is organized as follows: First, the gene
experimental setup is described. Although the same app
tus is used for both electron and ion experiments, the d
nostics and parameters are distinct, and are given sep
descriptions. The basic model used here to predict
Trivelpiece–Gould mode frequencies is then outlined. M
surements of mode frequencies obtained from wall se
signals~mode transmission experiments! are then presented
The observed mode frequencies are found to be in g
agreement with numerical predictions. Next, measurem
of the plasma density compression and expansion resu
from these modes are presented. Finally, measuremen
the mode damping rate, at amplitudes similar to the o
used for the rotating wall, are presented; the damping ra
found to be fairly constant as a function of temperature
disagreement with predictions of linear Landau damping
small amplitude waves.
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II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

A schematic of the ‘‘IV’’ ion trap is shown in Fig. 1.
This Penning–Malmberg trap consists of conducting cyl
drical rings carefully aligned along a uniform magnetic fie
The rings have inner radiusRw52.86 cm and lengthL ring

55.84 cm~including the 0.13 cm gap between rings!. For
the data presented here, the magnetic field strength isB54
T. The entire electrode structure is contained in an ultra-h
vacuum chamber withP'431029 Torr ~97% H2). The
rings S5 and S11 are azimuthally segmented to allow
launching and detection of azimuthally-dependent mod
end-on schematics~viewed from the source! of these azi-
muthal sectors are illustrated in Fig. 1. The ring L12 is sl
ted to allow for passage of laser light and the detection of
fluorescence; illustrations of a perpendicular diagnostic la
beam and the fluorescence-detection optics are include
Fig. 1.

Electrons or ions are confined axially by creating
monotonic potential well in the axial direction. In a typic
electron experiment, ring R4 and rings L12 through R14
biased toVc52200 V, while S5 through S11 are grounde
so that electrons are trapped in the potential well S5→S11,
while ions escape out the ends of the trap. In a typical
experiment, shown in Fig. 1, R4→R10 and R14 are biased t
Vc51200 V, while S11→R13 are grounded, so that ion
are trapped by the potential well S11→R13. To inject the
particles, the left end~R4→R10! of the potential well is
grounded, ions or electrons from a source to the left of
enter the trap along the magnetic field, and then the left
of the potential well is raised to trap the particles. Typical
aboutNtot.109 particles are trapped. For ion experiments
metal vacuum vapor arc~MEVVA ! is used to create Mg1

ions, while for electron experiments, a hot thoriated tungs
filament is used to create free electrons. In both cases,
particle source is located about 100 cm to the left of R4
the fringing field,Bsource/B'1/90; this is not shown to scal
in Fig. 1.

FIG. 1. Schematic of the IV Penning–Malmberg trap used for electron
ion plasma experiments. Electrons are typically confined in the region
→S11; Mg1 ions~shown! are typically confined in the region S11→R13. A
laser diagnostic is used for ion plasmas; a collimator plate and Faraday
diagnostic is used for electron plasmas. Azimuthally-dependent modes
driven and detected with sectored rings~S5 and S11!.
AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcpyrts.html.
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The plasma length is adjusted by changing the num
of rings in the grounded containment section. For these l
plasmas, the plasma length is approximately the length of
confining region minus one ring, that isLp.(Nrings21)
3L ring , so a plasma trapped in the region S5→S11 is about
63L ring.35 cm long. The ring S11, which is used to laun
and detect waves, is usually located at one end of the pla
column.

A. Rotating wall fields

Modes are driven in the plasma by applying sinusoi
voltages to one or more of the eight isolated wall sectors
S11. Each of these sectors has axial lengthLs53.81 cm,
azimuthal extentDus527 degrees centered atu j5360(j /8)
167.5 degrees; and the sectors are separated azimutha
frame elements 14 degrees wide. For example,mu50 modes
are driven by applying the same signal to all of the sect
and to the frame. For the standard rotating wall setup,
eight sector voltages are phased so as to create a forw
rotating mu51 or mu52 perturbation at signal frequenc
f s , and the frame is grounded. That is, voltagesFw j

5Aw cos(muuj62pfst) are applied to the eight wall sectors
create a potential perturbation which rotates in the same
rection as the~electron or ion! plasma. Higher-ordermu har-
monics resulting from the azimuthal step-function appro
mation are small in amplitude and can be ignored in th
experiments. We note that the sinusoid at frequencyf s

makes a ‘‘wall’’ perturbation which rotates at ratef w

5 f s /mu .
The driven plasma modes are detected by listening to

azimuthal wall sectors with either a spectrum analyzer o
lock-in amplifier. Typically, the sectors on ring S5 are us
to detect the waves launched from ring S11. Normally
single sector of S5 is used, although for some experime
such as for distinguishing between odd and evenmu modes,
two opposing sectors are used together. When the con
ment length does not include S5, ring S11 can be used
both launching and detecting waves. By applying a s
wave to S11a, for example, and applying the opposite ph
signal to S11e, both direction (mu511 and mu521)
modes are launched in the plasma. The resulting pla
waves can be detected by listening to S11c or S11g; in
case, the intervening sectors~S11b, S11d, S11f, and S11h!
are grounded to reduce direct coupling between the drive
detection sectors.

The effect of the rotating wall drive is quantified b
either measuring the rate of change of central plasma den
~i.e., ṅ0 /n0), or by measuring the rate of change of the to
angular momentum of the plasma. The total angular mom
tum Pu is given by13

Pu5(
j

~mvu, j r j2eBrj
2/2c!

.2eB/2c(
j

r j
2[2~eB/2c!^r 2&, ~1!

where the sum is over theNtot particles in the plasma. Th
plasmas considered here have relatively low density
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temperature, so the angular momentum in the electrom
netic field dominates, and the angular momentum is prop
tional to the mean-square radius^r 2&. Torques on the plasma
thus causê r 2& and generallyn0 to change. For a plasm
which evolves self-similarity, one would findṅ0 /n05

2^ ṙ 2&/^r 2&. In practice, we typically observeṅ0 /n05

2a^ ṙ 2&/^r 2& with 1/2&a&2. Thus, measuring the rate o
change of central density gives an approximate, but gener
adequate, measure of the torque on the plasma.

B. Electrons

Normally, electron plasmas are trapped in the region
→S11, corresponding to a plasma lengthLp.35 cm. The
plasma radius is typicallyRp.0.25 cm, and the central den
sity is typically n0.4.53108 cm23, corresponding toNtot

.33109 electrons.
The electron plasma measurements consist of a stan

inject/hold/manipulate/dump cycle. The plasma is first
jected, then held for several seconds so it can relax towar
cooled, near-thermal equilibrium state. The plasma is t
manipulated~e.g., by rotating wall fields!, and is finally di-
agnosed by dumping the plasma axially onto the collima
plate and Faraday collector. The radial density profile is
tained from the chargeQFC(r ,t) which passes through
small hole of areaAh5p (0.5 mm)2 in the rotatable colli-
mator plate and onto the Faraday cup, asn(r ,t)
[QFC(r ,t)/AhLp . Good shot-to-shot repeatability of the in
jected plasma is required to obtain a valid profile, and
typically find variability in the central density ofdn0 /n0

&0.01. The charge collected by the collimator plate,Qcoll ,
together with the charge collected by the Faraday cup g
the total charge confined,Qtot5Qcoll1QFC.

Figure 2a shows examples of radial electron density p
files n(r ) resulting from mode-driven plasma expansion a

FIG. 2. Measured electron and ion density profiles, demonstrating rota
wall compression and expansion.
AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcpyrts.html.
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compression. For each profile, the symbols indicate m
sured densities; the lines are smooth fits to the data. Profi
shows a typical electron plasma (Lp.35 cm andNtot.2.7
3109) measured 5 seconds after injection. Profile A sho
the expanded profile which results when a backwar
rotating mode is driven during a 50 second hold; and pro
C shows the compressed profile when a forwards-rota
mode is applied. The experimental conditions under wh
this data was measured will be described in more detail la

The central plasma temperatureT is obtained by slowly
dumping the plasma and measuring the collected charg
confinement voltage.14 Here, we presume thatTi5T'[T,
since the electron–electron collision raten'i[nee/2
5 8

15Apnv̄b2 ln(rc /b).(1050 s21)(T/1 eV)23/2(n/108 cm23)
is large compared to all other evolution rates. The electr
cool by cyclotron radiation15 at a rate tc

21[2Ṫ/T
.4 s21 (B/4 T)2, and normally come to an equilibrium
temperature ofT.0.2 eV, where the cyclotron cooling i
balanced by heating from the slow plasma expansion.
rate of background ‘‘mobility’’ expansion due to inhere
trap asymmetries for these conditions istm

21[(2ṅ0 /n0)bkg

'331023 s21, and the heating rate is approximatelyṪ/T
'(ef0 /T)tm

21 , whereef0 is the space-charge potential e
ergy per particle atr 50.

Energetic plasma electrons can create secondary e
trons through collisions with background neutrals, but t
rate was found to be negligible for the data presented h
By heating the plasma, we established that atP'1029 Torr
the ionization raten1[Ṅtot /Ntot increased exponentially
with T, varying from n1,1024 s21 for T.0.1 eV to n1

.0.3 s21 for T.3 eV. In other experiments withT'5 eV,
the background ionization replenishes electrons lost to
wall, giving a steady-state electron density.16

These electron plasmas often exhibit slow growth of
mu521, kz.0 ‘‘diocotron’’ mode: over the course of 10 t
100 seconds, the plasma column will drift off-axis and eve
tually to the wall. To avoid this, two sectors on S5 are us
for feedback damping of this mode: the signal from one s
tor is amplified and phase-shifted, and then applied to
second sector to damp the mode. Themu521 diocotron
mode frequency isf d&1 kHz for these electron plasma
while thekz.0 Trivelpiece–Gould plasma modes of intere
here have frequenciesf s'1 MHz, so this negative feedbac
drive does not adversely affect the rotating wall measu
ments.

C. Magnesium ions

Referring to Fig. 1, Mg1 ions are typically confined in
the region S11→R13 by biasing rings R4→R10 and ring
R14 toVc51200 V. The normal length of the ion plasma
Lp.12 cm with a radiusRp.0.5 cm and a central densit
n0.53107 cm23, corresponding toNtot.53108 particles.
In the absence of applied perturbations, the plasma exp
radially at a background ratetm

21'531024 s21. The ions
typically reach an equilibrium temperature ofT.0.04 eV, at
which point the cooling from collisions with neutrals ba
ances the heating caused by the plasma expansion.
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The ion plasmas typically consist of about 70% Mg1

ions and 30% impurity ions. Based on ion-cyclotron spe
troscopy, the impurity ions are believed to be dominan
hydrides of magnesium, i.e., MgHn

1 , wheren51, 2, or 3.
Isotopically, the plasma consists of approximate
79% 24Mg1, 10% 25Mg1, and 11%26Mg1.

As with electrons, rotating wall voltages are applied
the plasma using the sectored ring S11, which is usu
located at one end of the plasma. These ion plasmas do
exhibit unstable growth of themu51 diocotron mode, so no
negative feedback is applied.

The main experimental diagnostic for the Mg1

plasmas17 is laser-induced fluorescence~LIF!, which allows
nondestructive local measurement of the plasma den
n(r ,t), temperatureT(r ,t), and rotation velocityvu(r ,t).
This is accomplished by frequency-scanning a continu
280 nm UV laser beam through one of the 3S1/2→3P3/2

‘‘cyclic’’ transitions of the Mg1 ions; and measuring the
fluorescence from the ions in a detection volume of 1 m2

33 mm (DxDzDy). In these experiments, the observ
fluorescence signal width is dominated by Doppler broad
ing due to the ion velocities; son(r ), T(r ), andvu(r ) can be
obtained by fitting the scattered photons to three shif
Maxwellians ~for 24Mg, 25Mg, and 26Mg). The plasma is
essentially unperturbed by this diagnostic, since the la
power is typically less than 1 mW. The diagnostic can
used to obtain both perpendicular and parallel temperatu
however, for the data presented here, the ion–ion ‘‘mom
tum transfer’’ collision rate, n i i 5

16
15Apnv̄b2 ln(rc /b)

.(1 s21)(T/1 eV)23/2(n/107 cm23) is large compared to
the neutral cooling rate,n iN.0.02 s21(P/431029 Torr),
so the two degrees of freedom are well-equilibrated, i
T'.Ti[T.

In Fig. 2~b!, profile D shows the measured radial dens
profile, n(r ), of an ion plasma (Lp.8 cm and Ntot.2
3108) held in steady-state equilibrium with aAw51 V, f s

515 kHz, mu512 rotating wall drive. Profile E shows th
same plasma after being moderately compressed and pr
F shows the same plasma after being compressed by a f
of about 10 in central densityn0. The experimental condi-
tions under which this data was measured will be descri
in more detail later.

III. TRIVELPIECE–GOULD MODES

Trivepiece–Gould modes were initially derived as a d
scription of normal modes in the electron component o
neutral plasma filling an infinitely long conductin
cylinder.18 Analogous modes also occur in non-neutral pla
mas, with the primary difference being a Doppler-shift in t
frequencies due to the bulk rotation of the non-neut
plasma column. The unneutralized plasma space ch
gives a strong radial electric field, and anEÃB rotation of
the column. Atr 50, this rotation rate is

f E[vE /2p5cen0 /B5145 kHz~n/108!~B/1 T!21.
~2!

The diamagnetic and centrifugal contributions to the plas
rotation are small in these experiments, so the total plas
AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcpyrts.html.
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rotation frequencyvR is generally close to theEÃB rotation
frequency, i.e.,vR.vE . In our finite length apparatus, th
modes are standing, with density and potential perturbat
of the form dn, df}cos(muu2vt)cos(kzz)R(r). Here, mu

50, 1, 2, . . . , is theazimuthal mode number;mz50, 1,
2, . . . , is theaxial mode number, withkz.mzp/Lp ; and
mr51, 2, . . . , is theradial mode number. The radial eige
function, R(r ), hasmr interior zeros and falls off to zero a
the edge of the plasma~for dn) or at the trap wall~for df).
The modes with azimuthal dependence~muÞ0! can be
launched either in the forward sense~rotating faster than the
plasma! or the backward sense~rotating slower than the
plasma!. Here, we will use the notationmu5 1, 2, . . . , to
denote the forwards-rotating modes andmu521, 22, . . . , to
denote the backwards-rotating modes.

We consider densities small compared with the Brillou
density limit, i.e.,n!nB[B2/8pmc2, so these plasmas obe
the frequency orderingvR!vp!Vc , whereVc[eB/mc.

In this parameter regime, the Trivelpiece–Gould mod
can be roughly categorized into three groups:kz.0 ‘‘dio-
cotron’’ modes with~low! frequenciesv2mu vR}vE ; kz

Þ0 ‘‘plasma’’ modes with ~intermediate! frequenciesv
2mu vR}vp ; and ‘‘cyclotron’’ modes with~high! frequen-
cies v2mu vR}Vc . In this paper, we focus on th
intermediate-frequency Trivelpiece–Gould modes.

To predict the frequencies at which these modes oc
we use numerical solutions of the collisionless drift-kine
equation, which assumes guiding-centerEÃB drifting mo-
tion in the azimuthal (û) direction, but keeps the norma
kinematics in the axial (ẑ) direction. Assuming a Maxwell-
ian velocity distribution, Poisson’s Equation and the line
ized kinetic equations then give the mode equation,19

H 1

r

]

]r
r

]

]r
2

mu
2

r 2
2

4pmuec

rB

]n

]r

[W~vf / v̄ !21]

v2muvE

2
vp

2

v̄2
WS vf

v̄
D J df50 , ~3!

whereW(z)[1/A2p*2`
` dx(xe2x2/2)/(x2z) is the Ichimaru

W-function, and the axial phase velocity isvf[(v
2muvE)/kz .

This differential equation indf can be solved numeri
cally given an unperturbed density profile,n(r ), a wave
numberkz , and an azimuthal mode numbermu . Smooth,
physical solutions only exist for discrete eigenvalues ofv,
corresponding to different eigenfunctions with radial mo
numbersmr . We usekz5mzp/Lp for the wave number; this
is believed to be a reasonable estimate for the long plas
studied here, sinceRw /Lp!1 and numerical simulations o
these modes in finite-length geometries findkz.(mzp/L)
with corrections of order (Rw /Lp).20

It is often useful to have a simple analytical approxim
tion for the mode frequencies. If we assume a top-hat den
profile with n(r )5n0 for r<Rp and n(r )50 for r .Rp ,
take the limits T→0, Rw /Lp→0, and assume that (v
2muvE)→0, then Eq.~3! gives the dispersion relation:
14 Jul 2000 Downloaded to 132.239.69.90. Redistribution subject to 
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v2muvE.AvpRpkzF11
3

2 S v̄
vf

D 2G , ~4!

where

A[HA 1
2 ln~Rw /Rp!, mu50,

61/j mumr
, mu.0,

with a predicted~but not necessarily applicable! linear damp-
ing rate,

g.2Ap

8
~v2muvE!S vf

v̄
D 3

e~2 1/2!(vf / v̄)2
, ~5!

where j mumr
is themr th zero of themuth Bessel function.

In these equations,mu is assumed to be positive; how
ever, we will use the notation1mu to represent the1 sign
on the coefficientA ~corresponding to modes rotating fast
than the plasma! and the notation2mu to represent the2
sign on the coefficientA ~corresponding to modes rotatin
slower than the plasma!.

A. Mode transmission experiments

Typical mode transmission experiments for electro
and for ions are shown in Figs. 3~a! and 3~b!. In Fig. 3~a!,
mu561 modes are launched when a signal with frequencf
and amplitudeA567 mV is applied to sector S11a, and
180° phase-shifted signal is applied to S11e. This way, b
forwards- and backwards-propagating modes (mu561) are
excited in the plasma. At the other end of the plasma,
received signal on sector S5a is connected to a spec

FIG. 3. Mode transmission experiment on electron~a! and ion~b! plasmas.
Peaks correspond to enhanced transmission through the plasma of amu5
61 signal launched at frequencyf s . Observed peaks are identified wit
plasma modes (mu ,mz ,mr).
AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcpyrts.html.
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analyzer which automatically tracks the signal frequen
with a bandwidth of 300 Hz. The signal frequency is ramp
in 100 seconds from 0.5 to 2.5 MHz.

Figure 3~a! shows enhancements in the received sig
of up to 40 dB when the drive frequency corresponds t
plasma mode frequency. The mode identifications in Fig
use the notation (mu ,mz ,mr); these identifications are ob
tained from numerical solutions of Eq.~3!. In Fig. 3, the
‘‘noise floor’’ is about 2130 dB m, corresponding to a re
ceived wall voltage of 0.07mVrms. Here, ‘‘background’’
noise peaks which appear in the absence of a plasma or i
absence of a launched signal have been subtracted from
data. The plasma used here had parametersLp.35 cm,Rp

.0.25 cm, n0.43108 cm23, T.0.1 eV, andNtot.2.7
3109; during the 100 second scann0 decreased slightly, bu
Ntot remaining constant sinceRp!Rw .

Figure 3~b! shows a similar transmission experime
performed on a magnesium ion plasma. Here, the plasm
kept from expanding by the continuous application of af w

520 kHz, Aw50.4 V, mu511 phased rotating wall drive
using the sectors on S11a, c, e, and g; this balances
inherent asymmetry drag on the plasma by coupling to
~1,1,1! mode, as will be described in the next section.
smallermu561, A525 mV signal is applied using secto
S11b and f, and the signal frequency is ramped from 0 to
kHz in 100 seconds while listening to sector S11d with
spectrum analyzer. As for the electron plasma, strong
hancement in the received power is observed when the si
frequency f corresponds to a plasma mode. Here, the
ceived signal atf 5 f w520 kHz is off-scale in amplitude, an
has been subtracted from the data along with the backgro
peaks. The plasma used here had parametersn0.4.3
3107 cm23, Lp.14.5 cm,Rp.0.66 cm, andT.0.1 eV.

Verification of themu and mz mode identifications of
Fig. 3 was obtained by varying the antenna geometry u
for transmission and reception. For example, themu521
modes are no longer observable when a forwards-pha
(mu511) drive is used; similarly, themu511 modes are
no longer observed when a reverse-phased (mu521) drive
is used. Also, we verified that thesemu561 modes are no
excited by amu50 or mu52 drive. For the electron plasm
of Fig. 3~a!, when drivingmu561 modes and listening with
sectors S11f, S11g, and S5d connected together, the odmz

modes are observed to drop by about 15 dB, while the e
mz modes were observed to rise by about 5 dB. Convers
listening with sectors S11f, S11g, and S5b connected
gether causes the evenmz modes to drop by about 15 dB
while the oddmz modes rise by about 5 dB.

Additionally, for the ion plasma, coherent detection
the ion fluorescence at a given mode frequency was use
verify the expected radial mode shapes of themu50 and
mu51 modes as well as the odd vs even nature of themz

51, 2, and 3 modes.
The mu50 ion modes seen in Fig. 3~b! are driven by

small ~unwanted! imbalances in the nominallymu561 ap-
plied signal;mu50, mr51 modes are easily driven in thes
plasmas. The identification of these modes is obtained f
independent transmission experiments using amu50 drive,
and also from numerical predictions. The associated mo
14 Jul 2000 Downloaded to 132.239.69.90. Redistribution subject to 
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with higher radial mode number, such as~0,2,2! and ~0,1,2!
are not observed here but are observed when a strongemu

50 drive is applied to the plasma. For electrons, the~0,1,1!
and ~0,2,1! modes occur at about 5 and 10 MHz, respe
tively.

We find that the measured frequencies ofmu50 and
mu51 modes are typically within about 10% of the nume
cal solutions of Eq.~3!; for mu52 modes, the agreement
typically within 30%. The approximate square profile dispe
sion relation, Eq.~4!, gives themu50 mode frequencies to
within about 10%, but often differs by 50% or more for th
mu51 or mu52 modes.

It is of interest to note in Eq.~4! that v2muvE

}vpRpkz}NL
1/2Lp

21 , where NL[Ntot /Lp is the line-charge
density. We thus expect the Doppler-shifted mode frequ
cies to be inversely proportional to plasma length for fix
NL . This scaling is verified experimentally: in Fig. 4, w
plot the mode frequencies observed in transmission exp
ments versusNL

1/2Lp
21 . The drive amplitude in these exper

ments is small (Aw<25 mV!, so the temperature remain
low (T.0.1 eV!. The symbols correspond to the measur
mode frequencies. In Fig. 4~a!, electron plasmas with length
Lp.17.5, 23.4, 35.0, and 40.9 cm were used; the co
sponding line-charge density was nearly constant, withNL

.10.0, 9.0, 8.3, and 7.63107 cm21; and theEÃB rotation
frequency wasf E.150 kHz. The curves through the data a
the numerical predictions solutions of Eq.~3!; dashed curves
represent evenmz modes, while solid curves represent od
mz modes. It can be seen that the observed modes are
sonably well described by the numerical solutions. Also,
near-linearity of the numerical curves shows that the
proximation v2muvE}NL

1/2Lp
21 is reasonable for thes

plasmas.

FIG. 4. Observed mode frequenciesf of mu561 modes as a function of
plasma lengthLp , demonstratingf 2 f E}NL

1/2Lp
21 . Measured frequencies

~marks! are well-predicted by the numerical solution of modes~lines!.
AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcpyrts.html.
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Figure 4~b! shows similar data from Mg1 plasmas. Here
plasma lengths ofLp.8.4, 12.5, and 17.6 cm were used. T
corresponding line-charge density values wereNL.3.4, 2.2,
and 1.43107 cm21, respectively, withf E.14 kHz. As for
electrons, the observedmu561 modes are well-describe
by both the numerical solutions and by the constant den
approximation.

From the (v̄/vf)2}T term of Eq.~4!, it can be seen tha
a slight upward shift in the mode frequencies is to be
pected as the plasma temperature increases. This is fou
be true in practice: the observed mode frequencies are
to shift upward with increasingT. This shift is larger for
modes with smaller phase velocities;mu50 modes, for ex-
ample, which tend to have a larger phase velocity, are
served to shift only slightly with increasing temperatu
while mu51,mr52 modes, which tend to have a lowe
phase velocity, are observed to shift more with increas
temperature.

Figure 5 shows the observed frequenciesf of threemu

51 modes in an electron plasma as a function of plas
temperatureT. Aside from the temperature, the paramet
are the same as for the plasma used in Fig. 3~a!. Plasma
heating21 was obtained by applying a nonresonant sine w
signal on ring R10 at 0.8 MHz at an amplitudeAw<1 V; this
gave plasma temperatures 0.1,T,1.5 eV. In Fig. 5, it can
be seen that themu51 modes shift upwards slightly as th
plasma temperature is increased. The lines in Fig. 5 are
numerical predictions of Eq.~3!; it can be seen that the ob
served temperature variation agrees reasonably well with
numerical solution.

IV. TORQUE FROM DRIVEN PLASMA MODES

We find that all drivenmu51 andmu52 modes which
are observable in transmission experiments also torque
the plasma and cause plasma heating. As expected,mu50
modes are observed to cause plasma heating but no to
In this section, we present measurements of plasma ex
sion and compression resulting from drivenmu51 andmu

52 modes for electron plasmas and for ion plasmas.

FIG. 5. Scaling ofmu51 electron plasma mode frequenciesf with plasma
temperatureT. Measured frequencies~marks! are reasonably well-predicte
by a numerical solution~lines!.
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A. Electrons

Figure 6 shows the normalized rate of change of cen
density,ṅ0 /n0, measured on profile B of Fig. 2 as a functio
of rotating wall drive frequencyf s . Here, a small amplitude
(Aw525 mV!, forwards-phasedmu511 rotating wall drive
is turned on att55 seconds after inject, and the centr
density of the plasma is measured as a function of time us
the collimator plate and Faraday Cup diagnostic descri
previously. We then obtain the initial compression rate
fitting to the data for 5,t,6 sec. This small-amplitude
drive creates little heating, soT.0.1 eV. The measured
background expansion rate of (ṅ0 /n0)bkg520.003 s21 of
this plasma has been subtracted from the data, so the
indicates compression from the rotating wall alone. The
cations of the mode transmission peaks observed on
plasma are shown as down arrows, while the numeric
calculated values for the corresponding modes are sh
with up arrows. The predicted modes agree quantitativ
with the six wave transmission peaks and with the six co
pression peaks; here, the particle number and tempera
were adjusted toNtot52.73109 andT50.1 eV~compared to
direct measurements ofNtot533109 andT'0.2). Quantita-
tive agreement is obtained between the predicted and
served mode frequencies, and plasma compression is
served from each of the modes.

In practice, significant plasma compression and lon
term confinement requires larger-amplitude (Aw*0.2 V! ro-
tating wall drives. These larger-amplitude drives cau
plasma heating, which in turn results in an upward shift
the plasma mode frequencies. Figure 7~a! shows the same
experiment as Fig. 6, but with a larger (Aw50.4 V! rotating
wall drive. Figure 7~a! also includes data from the revers
phased (mu521) application of the rotating wall drive
which we have here displayed as negative values off s . The
very low-frequency regime near the diocotron frequen
( f d&1 kHz) was not investigated due to equipment limit
tions.

FIG. 6. Measured central density compression rate,ṅ0 /n0, for electron
plasma as a function of appliedmu51 perturbation frequency,f s , for a
small applied signal (Aw525 mV!. Observed peaks in plasma compressi
correspond closely to modes observed in a transmission experiment~down
arrows! and to numerically predicted mode frequencies~up arrows!, indicat-
ing that compression peaks correspond to driven Trivelpiece–Gould mo
AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcpyrts.html.
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It is apparent that backwards-rotating modes cause
hanced expansion, while forwards-rotating modes ca
plasma compression; this is consistent with basic thermo
namic arguments.22 It can also be seen that increasing t
amplitude of the rotating wall drive and increasing t
plasma temperature has not only increased the magnitud
the torque on the plasma, but has also resulted in freque
shifts and broadening of the mode peaks.

The larger-amplitude drive causes significant plas
heating; the measured initial heating rates for the data of
7~a! are plotted as diamonds. On the peak of the~1,1,1!
mode, for example, the rotating wall drive causes the plas
to heat at a rate of about 4 eV/s up to a maximum temp
ture of about 2 eV, while on the peak of the~1,1,2! mode, the
plasma heats at a rate of about 2 eV/s up to a maxim
temperature of about 1 eV.

The upward shift of the mode frequencies in Fig. 7~a!
compared to Fig. 6 results primarily from this plasma he
ing; this is supported by numerical calculations and indep
dent transmission measurements such as shown in Fig
Also, further upward shifts in the mode peaks can be
served if additional external heating is applied to the plas
In Figs. 7~b! @and 7~c!#, the experiment shown in Fig. 7~a! is
repeated, but with additional heating from anAw50.12 V ~or
0.3 V!, f s50.8 MHz,mu50 drive on ring R10, which heat
the plasma to about 0.5 eV~or 1.2 eV! in the absence of the
rotating wall drive.

The correspondence between the observed torque p
and the mode peaks observed in the transmission ex
ments was corroborated by repeating the experiment of
7~a! with the plasma length changed from 35 to 17.5 c
This change moved the~1,1,2! transmission peak from 0.9
to 1.75 MHz and the measured~1,1,2! torque peak followed,
moving from 1.0 to 1.8 MHz. This shift is also reasonab
consistent with the numerical solution, which predicts
change from 1.04 to 1.98 MHz.

FIG. 7. The measured central density compression rateṅ0 /n0 of electron
plasma as a function of appliedmu51 drive frequencyf s for plasmas at
three different heating levels with a large applied rotating wall signal (Aw

50.4 V!, demonstrating upward shift and broadening of mode peaks a
increased temperature.
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Driven mu52 modes are also observed to torque on
plasma. The analog of Fig. 7~a!, but using amu52 drive, is
shown in Fig. 8. As formu51, all the modes observed i
transmission also cause a measurable torque on the pla
Here again, down arrows denote modes observed in tr
mission experiments, while up arrows represent the num
cal mode frequency predictions. A comparison with Fig. 7~a!
shows that for the same amplitude drive, the torque due
the mu52 modes is about half the magnitude of the torq
due tomu51 modes. Presumably, this is a consequence
the mu51 perturbation being larger near the central a
than anmu52 perturbation of the same wall amplitudeAw .
The heating rate resulting from drivenmu52 modes was
also about half as large as observed for amu51 drive of the
same amplitude, perhaps because the effective rotation o
perturbation f w[ f s /mu is slower for mu52. Enhanced
plasma expansion was observed when reverse-propag
mu522 perturbations were driven, but the negative peak
ṅ0 /n0 were not as distinct as formu521, and this regime is
not shown in Fig. 8.

B. Ions

Torque peaks measured on ion plasmas are also
served to correspond with Trivelpiece–Gould mode pred
tions and observations. Figure 9 shows the compression
obtained from a small-amplitudemu511 rotating wall drive
applied to the Mg1 ion plasma withn0.4.63107 cm23,
Lp.12.2 cm,Rp.0.41 cm, andT.0.06 eV. The small mea
sured background expansion rate, (ṅ0 /n0)bkg521.4
31023 s21, is subtracted from the measured compress
rate so that the data represents the torque due to the rot
wall only. As with the electron plasmas, there is good agr
ment between the observed transmission peaks~down ar-
rows! and the plasma compression peaks. The numeric
calculated modes~up arrows! show general correspondenc
with the measurements; but the high axial modes are diffi
to predict accurately. Little heating is observed from th
small-amplitude drive: the temperature is observed to rea
maximum of about 0.08 eV on a resonance peak.

n

FIG. 8. The measured central density compression rate,ṅ0 /n0, for electron
plasma as a function of appliedmu52 perturbation frequency,f s . Frequen-
cies of observed compression peaks correspond closely with mode p
observed in a transmission experiment~down arrows!, but are not well-
predicted by the numerical solution~up arrows!.
AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcpyrts.html.
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To obtain experimentally useful torques and long-te
confinement, larger rotating wall amplitudes (Aw*0.2 V! are
necessary. Figure 10~a! shows the torque obtained from
strong rotating wall drive (Aw50.5 V! on a somewhat dense
plasma (n0.108 cm23). Here, we plot the measured tot
plasma compression2^ ṙ 2&/^r 2& as a function of applied ro
tating wall signal frequencyf s . The arrows indicate calcu
lated mode frequencies for this plasma. It can be seen
the observed broad torque peaks are still consistent with
picture of a rotating wall torque dominated by driven ele
trostatic modes, but the individual modes cannot be resol

Figure 10~b! shows compression data for an externa
heated ion plasma (T.1.7 eV! with ~total! central density

FIG. 9. The measured central density compression rate,ṅ0 /n0, for Mg1

plasma as a function of appliedmu51 perturbation frequency,f s , with a
small applied signal (Aw525 mV!. Peaks in the compression rate corr
spond closely to mode peaks observed in a transmission experiment~down
arrows!; these mode frequencies are reasonably well-predicted numeri
~up arrows!.

FIG. 10. The measured total compression rate,2^ ṙ 2&/^r 2&, as a function of
the mu51 signal frequencyf s with a large applied signal (Aw50.5 V! for
two Mg1 plasmas differing primarily in their temperatureT. Peaks in torque
can be seen to correspond to numerically predicted mode frequencie
these plasmas~arrows!.
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n0.5.13107 cm23. The plasma heating has resulted in t
torque peaks shifting up in frequency relative to the plas
rotation f E . Together with the drop in the magnitude of th
torque, the upward shift of the mode frequencies as
plasma is heated results in an increased ‘‘slip’’ between
applied drive frequency and the resulting equilibrium ro
tion frequency of a plasma held by the rotating wall drive

For any given applied frequencyf s , hotter plasmas
come to steady-state equilibrium~where the rotating wall
torque balances the background drag! at a lower densityn0

and a lower rotation frequencyf E . For the equilibrium plas-
mas used in Fig. 10, for example,D f 59 kHz atT50.08 eV
@Fig. 10~a!# vs D f 532 kHz atT51.7 eV@Fig. 10~b!#, where
D f [ f w2 f E[( f s /mu)2 f E .

This is consistent with previous slip measurements~Fig.
3 of Ref. 9!, which found that the equilibrium slip frequenc
between an ion plasma and the rotating wall scaled appr
mately as the square root of plasma temperature, i.e.,D f
}T1/2. The data of Fig. 10 was published previously as Fig
of Ref. 9, without the mode identifications. The broadeni
due to large amplitude and heating effects hindered the id
tification of TG modes in the original data.

Previously, theD f }T1/2 scaling of the equilibrium slip
frequency was~mis!interpreted as an indication of field
particle couplings due to bounce-rotation resonances.9 The
present data, such as the narrow compression peaks in
4–9, clearly show that thisD f scaling is due to the tempera
ture dependence of the~closely-spaced! Trivelpiece–Gould
modes; however, with large-amplitude drives, these m
resonances are broadened and overlapping. Thus, the ex
mental results emphasize the importance of mode re
nances, but do not elucidate the microscopic wave/part
coupling mechanisms~such as Landau damping, bounc
rotation resonances, and particle collisions! which cause
wave damping and transfer of torque to the bulk parti
distribution.

C. Ramped frequency drive

The ability of the rotating wall drive to compress th
electron plasma is illustrated in Fig. 11. Here, the squa
show measured central density and temperature of a typ
electron plasma as a function of the applied frequencyf s for
a slow ramp of amu511 @Fig. 11~a!#, Aw50.4 V rotating
wall drive. f s is ramped linearly from 0.5 to 2.13 MHz in
1000 seconds, starting from the injected profile B of Fig.
In the region 0.5, f s,0.65 MHz, there is no torque on th
plasma@as can be seen in Fig. 7~a!# and the plasma expand
slowly; no torque-balance equilibrium is reached yet.

In the region 0.65, f s,1.95 MHz, the plasma is being
slowly compressed by the~1,1,2! mode; here, the plasma i
in an equilibrium state where the mode torque is balanc
the background drag on the plasma, i.e., (ṅ0 /n0) rw

1(ṅ0 /n0)bkg50. At each of these equilibrium points, th
ramp in f s can be stopped and the plasma held in steady-s
confinement.

The range of torque-balanced equilibria obtained in F
11 is quantitatively explained by the compression peaks
Fig. 7 modified by the temperature- and density-induc

lly

for
AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcpyrts.html.
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shifts in mode frequencies. That is, the equilibria of Fig.
with 0.65, f s,1.95 and 4.5,n0,14 represent a torque
balanced equilibrium ‘‘riding up’’ the left side of the~1,1,2!
peak of Fig. 7. Here, the increasing background d

@(ṅ0 /n0)bkg}n0
2# is balanced by the~increasing! drive torque

as f s approaches the resonant peak atf (mu ,mz ,mr). The
‘‘crash’’ at f s52 occurs because the drive at peak supp
insufficient torque, so the plasma expands until a new e
librium is obtained on the left side of the next peak; presu
ably the torque is then from the~1,2,2! mode. The heating
resulting from the increasing applied torque causes the m
to shift upwards in frequency, as was demonstrated in Fig
so there is a relatively smooth transition to the region
, f s,2 MHz, where the plasma is being compressed by
both the~1,1,2! mode and the~1,1,1! mode.

A similar electron plasma experiment but using amu5
12 drive is shown in Fig. 11~b!. Here, however, the drive
frequency ramp was begun from an initially expand
plasma, corresponding to profile A of Fig. 2. This expand
plasma was obtained from the injected profile B by apply
a mu522 perturbation at 1 MHz for 50 seconds. Amu5
12 drive was then ramped from 0.3 to 1.8 MHz in 41
seconds. Again, consistent with Fig. 8, no compression
observed for the beginning of the frequency ramp (0.3, f s

,0.8 MHz!, but compression occurs when the rotating w
ramp approaches the frequency of the~2,1,2! mode (f s

'0.8 MHz!. Profile C of Fig. 2 was taken after ramping
f s51.05 MHz. As in themu511 ramp, a fairly smooth
density compression is obtained.

A ramp of ion plasma density is shown in Fig. 12. He
we plot central densityn0 and temperatureT measured dur-
ing a slow upward frequency ramp of amu512 rotating
wall perturbation. The ramp begins with a typical ion plasm
~profile D of Fig. 2! held with f s515 kHz, after which the
applied frequencyf s is increased from 15 to 280 kHz at
rate of about 20 seconds per kHz. A shortLp.8 cm ion
plasma was used here, andAw was increased from 1 to 2 t

FIG. 11. The measured electron plasma central densityn0 and temperature
T resulting from a slow upward ramp of the signal frequencyf s for ~a! an
mu511 rotating wall drive or~b! an mu512 rotating wall drive, demon-
strating electron plasma compression by a factor of 20.
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3 Volts during the frequency ramp to maintain plasma co
pression. The spikes in the temperature at lowerf s are
caused bymu50 modes launched by small unwanted imb
ances in the rotating wall voltages applied to the 4 azimut
sectors. Profiles E and F of Fig. 2 are taken atf s5100 and
200 kHz, respectively, of this ramp.

This frequency ramp is sufficiently slow that each po
on the curve indicates an equilibrium state where the rota
wall torque is balanced by the background torque; the ra
can be stopped and the plasma held steady-state at any p
This technique has been used to hold ion plasmas in a
sired steady-state equilibrium for periods of up to two wee
Similar results to Fig. 12 are obtained using amu511 ro-
tating wall on ion plasmas.

In both electron and ion plasmas, we find an upper lim
in the densityn0 to which a given plasma can be com
pressed. This seems to indicate that the mode-driven to
increases more weakly with increasing densityn0 than the
background drag. Measurements on electron plasmas
consistent with this model: we observe a mode-driven co
pression rate which decreases slightly asn0 is increased;
whereas the background expansion rate is observed to
crease strongly withn0, scaling as (ṅ0 /n0)bkg}n0

2. In the ion
plasmas discussed here, however, no clear density de
dence was observed in mode-driven compression or in
background drag. It is possible that the plasma heating a
ciated with the rotating wall compression is important
limiting the maximum compression of ion plasmas: measu
ments such as Fig. 10 indicate a decrease in the amplitud
the mode-driven torque with increasing temperature in
plasmas, while surprisingly no clear temperature depende
of the background drag is found. Normally, we attain a ma
mum central density in ion plasmas of aboutn0.0.2nB ;
with the application of laser cooling,n0.0.25nB was
achieved.

A summary of the ion and electron equilibria obtain
by slowly ramping the frequency of the rotating wall
shown in Fig. 13. The ions reach a densityn0.0.1nBi ; note
that with shorter ion plasmas, densities up ton050.23nBi

were obtained. The slip in the ion case is much smaller t
in the electron case. This is expected, since Eq.~4! suggests

FIG. 12. The measured Mg1 plasma central densityn0 resulting from a
slow upward ramp of the signal frequencyf s for a mu512 rotating wall
drive, demonstrating ion plasma compression by a factor of 15. Peak
temperatureT correspond tomu50 modes driven by slight imperfections in
the applied signal.
AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcpyrts.html.
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that the slip is proportional to the plasma frequency, a
vpe.210 vpMg1 . The ion temperature exhibits peaks th
we identify asmu50 TG modes due to a weak~undesired!
mu50 component of the rotating wall drive. For the ele
trons, no similar peaks were observed because the firsmu

50, mr51 TG mode is above 2 MHz.

D. Torque scaling

For drive amplitudes creating a measurable compress
we find a mode-driven compression rate which scales
the first power of the applied drive amplitude. In contra
simple perturbation theory suggests that the compres
should scale as (ṅ0 /n0)}dn•dc•cos(f) where dn is the
plasma density perturbation~with dn}Arec, whereArec is the
rms voltage amplitude received on a wall sector in a tra
mission experiment!, dc is the applied potential perturbatio
~with dc}Aw), andf is the phase shift betweendn anddc
~with measurements showingf'const!. However, since the
density perturbation is observed to be saturated (dn}const)
for Aw.0.03 V, the observation thatṅ0 /n0}Aw

1 is consistent
with this theory perspective.

This is shown more explicitly in Fig. 14, where we pl
the measured compression rateṅ0 /n0 as a function of drive
amplitude for electrons and for ions. Figure 14~a! shows
compression due to the~1,1,1! mode in a typical electron
plasma~profile B of Fig. 2!. The drive frequencyf s is tuned
to the peak of the mode, atf s.1.6 MHz. The measured
compression rate is approximately linear in an applied sig
i.e., ṅ0 /n0}Aw . For comparison, the amplitude of the sign
received in transmission experiments under the same ex
mental conditions are shown as open diamonds. It can
seen that the received signal is roughly proportional to
drive amplitude, i.e.,Arec}Aw for Aw,0.02 V. For Aw

.0.03 V, however, the received signal is roughly consta
i.e., Arec}Aw

0 .
A similar result is seen in ion plasmas, as shown in F

14~b!. Here, the drive is tuned to the peak of the~1,3,1!
mode. It can be seen that the measured compression ra
roughly linear inAw ; the received signal, however, is line
in Aw at low drive amplitudes (Aw,0.03 V!, but saturated a
higher drive amplitudes.

FIG. 13. Central densityn0 versus ramping rotating wall frequencyf w

5 f s /mu for electrons and ions usingmu51 and 2; and measured temper
ture T during ramp.
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The mechanism for this mode saturation is not und
stood at present. Estimates of the mode amplitude co
sponding to the maximum received signal,Arec.5 mV for
the plasmas of Fig. 14, giveudn/nu'0.01 to 0.10. The mode
amplitude was estimated in some ion plasmas from the
signal which oscillates coherently with the mode; these m
surements give a maximum perturbationudn/nu'0.01. Also,
careful observation of the parallel ion velocity distributio
function has not revealed any measurable deviation from
parallel Maxwellian for the range of plasma temperatu
relevant to this paper.

We believe that the angular momentum of
Trivelpiece–Gould mode is transferred to the particles b
mechanism closely related to mode damping, so predic
the torque resulting from a driven mode requires an und
standing of the mode damping rate. Here, we present m
surements of the damping rate of large amplitude~1,3,1!
modes in a typical ion plasma (n0.33107 cm23, Lp.12
cm!. The damping rates were obtained by driving the peak
mode with amu511 drive for about 0.2 seconds; the re
ceived signal was typically observed to saturate within
ms. The drive was then turned off and the rate at which
received signalArec decreased was observed to be reasona
well-fit by an exponential decay, i.e.,Arec(t)5Arec(0)e2gt.

In Fig. 15, we plot the measured mode qualityQ
[v/2g as a function of temperatureT. We find that Q
'103 for T.0.1 eV, increasing toQ&104 for T,0.1 eV. In
this experiment, the plasma temperature was varied in
fashions: either by varying the amplitude of the mode dr
Aw , or by fixing Aw and applying varying levels of ion
cyclotron resonance heating. In the first method, the am
tude of themu51 drive was varied fromAw51.4 to 330 mV
to provide plasma temperatures ranging fromT50.05 to 0.4
eV. In the second method, the amplitude of the drive w
fixed at Aw5100 mV and a signal at the ion cyclotron fre
quencyVc was applied to one sector on S11. The amplitu

FIG. 14. The peak density compression rateṅ0 /n0 and amplitudeArec of the
received signal in mode transmission as a function of drive amplitudeAw for
electron plasma~a! and ion plasma~b!.
AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcpyrts.html.
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of the cyclotron-frequency signal was varied from 0 to 1
mV to provide various levels of ion-cyclotron resonan
heating; corresponding equilibrium temperatures rang
from 0.08 eV to 1.0 eV were obtained.

For comparison to the data, the estimate of linear Lan
damping@Eq. ~5!# for this mode is plotted. It is apparent th
for the amplitude used here the observed mode dampin
not described by the simple linear Landau damping mo
Recent measurements of the damping rate ofmu50 TG
modes obtain similar damping rates.23,24 Moreover, the
damping is seen to be much greater~and in agreement with
the linear Landau damping prediction! whenAw<100 mV;
at larger amplitudes, trapping oscillations are observed,
the damping rate is reduced.23 Preliminary damping experi
ments done on the~1,1,1! and ~1,1,2! modes in a typical
electron plasma find a mode qualityQ.23103 to 63103,
which is similar in magnitude to the values shown here.

E. Background transport

Measurements of the background transport rate in th
traps is relevant to the work presented here in that the p
cipal use of the rotating wall is to counteract backgrou
transport. Additionally, mode-enhanced drag may play
important role in the background transport of these plasm
For the plasmas discussed here~large plasma lengthLp and
low neutral pressureP), inherent trap asymmetries are b
lieved to be the dominant source of background transport4,25

An overview of background transport data of plasmas at
neutral pressure in Penning–Malmberg traps is shown in
16. Here, we plot the measured background expansion r
tbkg

21 as a function of the plasma ‘‘rigidity’’R[ f b / f E

5( v̄/2Lp)/(cen0 /B). The rigidity represents the ratio of th
individual particle axial bounce frequency to the plasma
tation frequency, and can be expressed as

R514.6M 21/2S B

1 TD 1S Lp

10 cmD 21

3S n0

108 cm23D 21S T

1 eVD 1/2

,

FIG. 15. Measured damping of the~1,3,1! mode in Mg1 plasma as a func-
tion of temperature. Observed damping disagrees markedly with the pr
tion of linear Landau damping~dashed line!.
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whereM[m/me is 1 for electrons and (210)2 for Mg ions.
The expansion rates are also scaled byM1/2; this mass scal-
ing is valid for most of the particle dynamics, but it is vio
lated by cyclotron radiation effects and by atomic interact
processes.26

The two lines represent the range of background exp
sion rates from early work on two different apparatus
‘‘V 8’ ’ and ‘‘EV.’’ 4 The background expansion rate w
characterized bytm , the time for the central density to de
crease by a factor of 2, for plasmas withn0'107 cm23 and
T'1 eV. The magnetic fieldB and plasma lengthLp was
varied, giving the scalingtm

215a(B/L)22, with a53.1 for
the EV machine anda562 for the V8 machine. This corre-
sponds totm

215bR22, with b56.731022 for EV and b
51.3 for V8. As shown by the extent of the lines, the
scalings extended over about 5 decades intm , with about a
decade of scatter.

The small dots show measured expansion ratestm
21 for

electron plasmas in a cryogenic trap, ‘‘CV.’’ For the C
data, the variation inR was accomplished by varying mag
netic field B, temperatureT, and densityn0, with almost
constant plasma length. The data can be seen to be in ro
agreement with atm

21}R22 scaling, although a detailed in
spection of this data suggests that this scaling is not obe
for R,1.

The 3 symbols in Fig. 16 showtbkg
21[2(ṅ0 /n0) for

electrons contained in the ‘‘IV’’ trap discussed in this pap
For this data, the variation inR was obtained by varying the
central density over the range 108,n0,153108 cm23,
with B54 T, Lp.35 cm, andT.0.2 eV. We findtbkg

21

.(731024 s21)(n0 /108 cm23)2, giving tbkg
21.(4

31022 s21)R22; however, this scaling has not been ve
fied beyond the limited range shown in Fig. 16.

The squares in Fig. 16 show background expansion r
for Mg1 ions in the IV apparatus; here we plot the scal
expansion ratest^r 2&

21 M1/2 as a function ofR, where t^r 2&
21

[^ ṙ 2&/^r 2& andM1/25210. For this data, the variation inR
is achieved by varying the central density over the ran

ic-
FIG. 16. Measurements of the free expansion ratetbkg

21 resulting from inher-
ent trap asymmetries as a function of plasma rigidityR ~axial bounce fre-
quency divided by rotation frequency! for four different apparatuses, dem
onstratingtbkg

21}R22 scaling for electron data and anomaloustbkg
21}const

scaling for ion data.
AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcpyrts.html.
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107,n0,108 cm23 and the temperature over the ran
1023,T,2 eV, with B54 T andLp.12 cm. Surprisingly,
we find no clear temperature or density scaling in the m
sured ion expansion rates; this contradicts the scaling
tained for electrons. A possible reason for this discrepanc
the collisionality of the ion plasmas: the electron plasm
have electron–electron collision frequencies which are g
erally low compared with the thermal bounce frequency, i
nee/ f b,1; much of the low rigidity ion data, however, is i
the opposite regime, i.e.,n i i / f b.1.

The mechanism by which the trap asymmetries coupl
these plasmas is not well understood at present. As m
tioned earlier, however, these plasmas show enhanced r
loss when applied stationary perturbations coincide w
zero-frequency (mu,0) plasma modes.5,7 Thus it is possible
that background transport in these plasmas is enhance
resonances with zero-frequency modes. As yet, however
connection has been made between the observed con
ment scalings such astm

21}(B/L)22 and the multitude of
possible mode resonances.

V. DISCUSSION

The application of a rotating electric field to elongat
(Lp'8→40 cm! non-neutral plasmas consisting ofNtot

'109 electrons or Mg1 ions can produce sufficient torque
overcome the background drag, thus allowing for dens
compression and steady-state confinement. A measur
torque is produced when a length-dependent (kzÞ0)
Trivelpiece–Gould mode is launched by the applied field.
the (mu ,mz ,mr!5~1,1,1! mode, for example, when drive
with a drive amplitude ofAw50.4 V, a central density com
pression ofṅ0 /n0.0.55 s21 is observed for a typical elec
tron plasma (n0.43108 cm23), andṅ0 /n0.0.08 s21 is ob-
served for a typical ion plasma (n0.43107 cm23). This is
much larger in magnitude than the measured background
pansion rate resulting from inherent trap asymmetries ac
on these plasmas: (ṅ0 /n0)bkg.2331023 s21 for electrons
and (ṅ0 /n0)bkg.21.431023 s21 for ions.

Far from the observed mode frequencies, the app
field does not create an observable torque; the accurac
this measurement is approximatelyṅ0 /n0'61023 s21, so
we estimate an on-resonance improvement in plasma c
pression of at least about 500 for the electron plasma an
least about 80 for the ion plasma. The collective mode c
pling contrasts sharply with the single particle picture
‘‘sideband cooling,’’ wherein the energy of single particles
transferred from the magnetron motion into damped axia
cyclotron motion.

Driven modes with azimuthal asymmetrymu51 and
mu52 are observed to torque and heat both ion and elec
plasmas; modes with azimuthal symmetry (mu50) are ob-
served to cause plasma heating but no torque. Driven mo
rotating faster than the plasma provide a positive~compres-
sion! torque and driven modes rotating slower than
plasma create a negative~expansion! torque, or drag.

We are only able to create a measurable torque on io
electron plasmas when drivingz-dependent, intermediate
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frequency (v;vp , kzÞ0! Trivelpiece–Gould electrostatic
modes. We have not been able to measure a positive to
or achieve steady-state confinement in these plasmas
driven length-independent, low-frequency (v;vE , kz50!
modes. Also, preliminary measurements show large hea
~ion-cyclotron resonance heating! but no torque as a result o
driving high-frequency (v;Vc) electrostatic modes in a
long Mg1 plasma. This contrasts with experiments on sm
laser-cooled spheroidal plasmas, which observe a tor
when driving kz50, high-frequency (v;Vc) electrostatic
modes.11

The frequencies of the observed electrostatic modes
typically well-described by numerically solving the linea
ized drift-kinetic equation for the measured radial dens
profile and assuming that the plasma is infinitely long~i.e.,
ignoring end effects!. The mode frequency scaling with tem
perature, length, and line density is found to agree with
numerical solution. The mode identifications have been v
fied by antenna geometry tests to verify the odd-vs-even
ture ofmu andmz and by coherent-LIF measurements of t
radial mode shapes.

The measured damping of these modes was found to
small (Q[v/g.1000), even for plasmas hot enough
have significant linear Landau damping; this indicates t
simple linear Landau damping does not describe the da
ing of these modes at moderate amplitudes. In the regio
experimentally useful drive amplitudes (Aw*0.02 V!, the
measured scaling of the mode torque~approximately linear!
and mode perturbation amplitude~approximately constant!
as a function of drive amplitudeAw also indicates a nonlinea
coupling between the mode and the plasma.
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